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CHAPTER I
IHTHOHUCTIOH
Statement of the purpose . This thesis is an
attempt to trace for its readers the progress made by
Hegro novelists from 1853 to 1940. By a careful exami-
nation of twenty representative novels written by Ameri-
can Hegro authors during this period, I hope to show
that Hegro novelists have advanced from the production
of mere stories of propaganda to the creation of more
realistic pieces of art. I also hope that this thesis
will be a revelation of how the Hegro novelist through
tenacity of purpose, overcoming slavery, social degra-
dation, and abuse, has made contributions to American
literature that are not to be ignored.
Importance of the study . This study is important
because, to my knowledge, it is the first of its kind
devoted entirely to novels vi/ritten by Hegroes over such
a large space of time. ¥oreover, this study will un-
doubtedly incite its readers to read in their entirety
many ol the novels discussed in the following pages, if
for no other reason than to satisfy their curiosity.
Statement of the sources . The list of novels
used in this study was obtained from the Ilegro Caravan
.
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an anthology of the writings of ^hnerican iTegroes, selec-
ted and edited hy Sterling Brown, Arthur Bs^vis, and
Ulj^ses Lee. All novels, boohs, periodicals and maga-
zineg referred to and quoted from have either been
secured from the Boston Riblic Library, the \7idener
Liorary, or the Booklovers’ Club Library, 55o Ifassacliu-
setts Avenue, Boston, l^ass.
Preview o'f the organizat ion . The thesis has been
orge.nized in the following manner; first I have engaged
in a discussion of the situations and conditions existing
in negro society, and of how tney have chs.nged as the
race has progressed. I feel that the reader will better
understand the development of these novels if Y\e first
recognizes certain things about Aegro society.
X1.S a result of reading, I have seen fit to organ-
ize the Dody of the thesis in the following division:
(1) the origin and beginning of Fegro novels; (A) tbe
•negro novelist exploring and criticizing Begro society;
and (3) the new realists. Each division is further
divided and the novels are classified accordingly. A
orief summary
.
of the novelists’ lives is given, only if
their novels have any biographical signif icance
,
but a
very brief summary of the novel is given in every case
plus tne writer’s critical remarks and those of their
»*
contemxDorary critics, if the novel has received any.
Jlach division is concluded with general remarks about: the
group, pointing out their specific steps of advancement.
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CHAPTIilR II
PACTS ^OUT IL^GRC SCCIATY APZSGTIAG REGRO rr r TI r-* moo±o
1 feel that a discussion of important facts in
the development of the ITegro race and about i.egro society
tfKill facilitate the reader’s comprehension of the develop-
ment and progress of Regro novels. Therefore, this chap-
ter is aevoted to such a discussion.
T.'ith the end of slavery came the end of the
abolition agitation which nad done much toward, the intel-
lectual and cultural advancement of the Aegro . All
Aegroes in the United States were free; all were now
citizens. Piguratively spea.'.cing, the ilegro felt as if
trie strong iron chains tnat nad so long oound him and
held him down v;ere suddenly released and his prejudices
ana attitudes, which he had not been able to give vent
to otner than in the now popular Aegro Spirituals, were
overpov;ering him more and more every day. He felt that
ne just had to let the world know about the abuses,
humilities, and hardships ne had suffered during the
dark period.
On the whole, the hegroes were iji the most dismal
igxiorance; howiever, there were a few ambitious superior
members of the race who, encouraged, praised and puffed
up oy tneir companions, wrote what they thought and felt.
Unf ortunately, much of what tney published should never
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5have been put on paper, much less in print.
i'resh iroia the condition of servitude, it is only
natural that Lhe llegro’s opinion of tne vmits man was
anything bu-& good. He could only remember hovv he had
been vniipped by the cruel slave master; how he had to
sleep in close, filthy quarters; hov; he was hunted by
blood-hounds when he attempted to escape; how his
sisters and mother had been seauced by cheap landowners
and sometimes even by his masters; and how he had to
slave and sv/eat all day in tne fields. Yes, these were
tne things uppermost in the minds of the early writers,
and these were the things they wrote about.
And so 'we have the early Hegro novelists William
Vvells Brown, Martin Belany, and Frances Harper, haunted
by experiences a,nd visions of their slavery days,
voicing tneir sentiments against the white man in their
no\rels Clotel
,
Blahe
.
and lola Leroy respectively. But
that was not all. Charles W. Chesnutt, remembered for
his short stories as well as his novels, and Paul L.
oJunbar, tne weli -hnovm poet of Hegro dialect also wrote
about the superstitions, religious zeal, romances, humor,
and language of their race.
Just before the dawn of the tvi^entieth century
many Hegroes were matriculating in the large universities
\
6and colleges. They had suddenly oecome conscious of
tneir ignorance and illiteracy and had set out to remedy
it
.
Betvveen 1865 and 1900 more than sixty colleges
and universities, not including the normal and industrial
schools and theological seminaries, v.ere established for
the exclusive training of ITegroes.^ During the last
decaae of the nineteenth century there -vere l,lh6 iJegroes
graduatea from American colleges, and the first Kegro
received tne degree of Doctor of Philosophy from Pale
University and \vas made a member of the Phi Beta Kappa
Society.'^ At least five other Uet^roes before 1900 )<»(ere
awarded tne same degree by Boston University, Syracuse
University, Harvard University, and the University of
Penns^ Ivania,
^
i’he ITegro church,
intellectual development
equally as remarxable as
beginning of the present
fev« hegro comii.unities in
rural or urbaji, without s
always a strong force in the
of the race, s’nowea a grov;th
that of the schools. By the
century tnere were probably
the United States, whether
ome sort of religious organi-
lionroe V., Work, The ITegro Year Book ;
b<i5-541
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1925 pp.
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Yes, ivith his ovidi schools and churches, the ilegro
of the South nov; settled all over the country and had
attained at least a degree of economic independence . He
had his own business houses, and professional men, and
he vvas socially self-reliant. In addition to these he
also had his fraternal organizations and Hegro periodi-
cals .
And so we see Hegroes falling into different
classes as a result of their various occupations and pro-
fessions. This class system as it may be called was
another avenue for vvriters to explore. Ho longer were
all Hegroes grouped in one class a-s they had been fifty
or sixty years before; now there were three distinct
classes in Hegro society.
The two classes most often heard of are the lovver
class, and the middle working class. The constituents
of tne former are largely criminals, gamblers, seducers,
drunkards, and blocksters. Domestic workers, waitresses,
cab drivers, painters and the like constitute one stratum
of the working class. Several novelists centered their
Vernon hoggins. The Hegro Author (IT.Y. ;
Columbia U. Press, 1931) p. 255.
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8books around these two classes--particularl^'' Claude KcKay
in his Home to Harlera ; Hudolph I’isher in his v/alls of
Jericho ; and Hichard 'Jright in his Hat ive Son .
Another stratum of the middle class lives on a
much higher scale and its members are engaged in such
occupations as shoemakers, tailors, storekeepers, sales-
men and salesv;omen, and policemen. The members of this
stratum have a much higher income, higher morals, and a
reasonable amount of education.
In addition to this they work hard and earnestly
for a living and have something to show for it. Their
homes are well-kept, their appearances are respectable,
and they live a comfortable happy life. ?'any from this
class are fortunate enough to attend institutions of.
higher learning, thus working themselves up to the pro-
fessional class.
The professional class is ihe highest class, the
one least talked about, hardly ever written aoout, and
not generally known by other races. This class includes
artists of various types, lav/yers, dentists, educated
ministers, successful business men, and politicians.
This group can well afford the best homes, cars,
and other luxuries of life, and they constitute what is
called "Hegro 400”. They have their own fraternal organ-
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9izations, lodges, social clubs, debutantes, and remain
in tiieir own circle. This side of I^egro society is seen
in One iis'/ To Heaven by Gountee Cullen, ’’’'"any novelists
attack this class for being "snobs" a.nd for being too
satisfied with their present condition of security.
George Schuyler points out that the memoers of this class
pretena to be sympathetic with the less fortunate members
of their race, but really are.not interested in race rela-
tions ac arl.
Therefore, after World War I when Hegro writers
came to prominence, we find that their novels were no
longer solely organs of propaganda or explorations of the
primitive Hegro mind. They wrote about Hegroes living
happy norifial lives; Hegroes obtaining an education; and
Kegroes living in luxury.
novelists observed further that within these
classes there was a further division on the basis of
color, and it was "this factor that was of particular
interest to dessie nauset, James w'. Johnson, and Hella
Harsen. These writers devoted their time to writing
about the iiv^es led by those who cross the color line
and "pass". Concerning this phenomenon "-oassing" tiiere
(
are mu-ny j^egroes v/no oecause of Tiheir fair complexions,
features, a;id hair break away from their race and pass
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for any nationality other than Segro . fhe reason for
negroes ‘'passing" is very well expressed by Jessie I’auset
in Comeay : Air.erican Style . Time and time again her fine
character Olivia Cary remarks that she wants her children
to "pass" in order that they me.y enjoy life and become
respected citizens in a society without prejudice, dis-
crimination, and segregation.
In addition to the various classes of ilegro
society previously mentioned, after the first two decades
of the present century several ITegro novelists turned to
rural and city life in the South as interesting subjects
. for novels.
It would be well to observe at this point that
many decided changes had taken place, as far as the xTegro
was concerned, in the South. T'any continued to live in
the rural communities, but many more oranched out into the
cities
.
Let us consider the rural ITegro for a brief moment.
On the out-skirts of many Southern cities live the rural
Legro families, shut off from society, and housed in very
poor shacks. Surrounding these abodes are usually farms,
upon which these families depend for their incomes.
Kural children either attend small badly equipped schools
supervised by incompetent teachers, or ride to city
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schools in unvent ilated' buses . During the planting
season and during cotton and tobacco picking time the
scnoois are closed so that the students may lend a hand
in tne fields. Very fevv rural ilegroes have' electricity,
radios, cars, or even read nev/spapers. George Henderson
presents some very vivid pictures of Hegro rural life in
Qllie ?;• i s
s
. Here we see the Hegro on the farm, at camp
meetings, e.nd very ignorant, illiterate and debased,
Zora H, Hurston and 'waters H. Turpin present an
altogether different side of Hegro life in the South.
j
Here Vve see the city Hegro living very 'well. Barred
from the white hotels, restaurants, hospitals and other
public plases, the Southern Hegro has established and
now operates his own funeral parlors, hospitals, hotels,
banks, insurance companies, and a few bus compa^nies.
Therefore, be not astonished, reader, 'when such facte
come to light in Their Eyes Were ViTatchin, ~ God by Zora. IT.
Hurston, and in These Low Grounds by Waters Turpin.
So much for the facts in the development of the
Hegro race and about Hegro society which the writer hopes
will be of service in the understanding of the following
page s
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GHAPILilPu III
THiii ORIGIi: AilD OF iIGGRO ISOVELS
During the same year that the American novelist
Nathaniel Hawthorne completed Tan.:le'wood Tales (1853),
and Charlotte Bronte, the English novelist completed
Villette (1353), we find William Wells Brown paving the
way for Hegro novelists with the publication of Clotel
0 r~ The President* s Dau;;hter (1853), "the* first novel
written by an American Hegro."^
Hovels devoted to stories of propaganda . Perhaps
a few remarks concerning the life of our first Hegro
novelist w'ill, throw some light on the reason v/hy he
attempted to write a novel. William Wells Brown was a
native of Lexington, Kentucky, born in 1316 of a slave
mother and a white father. At an early age William was
separated from his mother, she being worked in the fields,
and he as a servant in his master’s medical department.
Many times during his childhood did cold chills run over
his body and did tears flow^ from his eyes upon hearing
his mother's cries and groans imploring mercy at the
hands of her oppressor; but he was a slave also and
Davis, Lee, Brown, ITegro Caravan (H.Y.; Dryden
Press, 1941) p. 138.
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could render her no assistance.
At the age of twjelve he attempted to run avvay and
sought refuge in a forest. iFor days they pursued him
and vdien caught he v;as tied in a smoke-house, and whipped
-X
as well as smoked with tobacco stems. iTevertheless
,
he
continued to dream of the day v/hen he v/ould be free, and
finally the opportunity presented itself. With the help
of a white Q,uaker he reached Ohio where he obtained a job
and learned to read and write very Vi/ell.
During the next few years William Wells Brow^n
organized and worked with several Anti-Slavery Societies
in Hew York and Boston, and in 1349 he went to Durope to
the Paris Peace Congress as a delegate from t.he American
Peace Society."^ While he was there the infamous "liigitive
Slave Law" v»as passed v/hich prevented him from putting
foot on iunerican soil, for his former master had every-
thing arranged for his arrest if he landed at any port in
Pi
the United States.'" And so William Wells Brown remained
William. Wells Brown, Glotel (London; Patridge
Oakley Go., 1853), p. 30. — .
» P«
Josephine Brovm, Biography of an American
Bondman (Boston; R. P. Wallant Go., 18567~p. 60.
Ibid.
/
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But more important is his novel Clotel , This
novel is centered around Currer, a mulatto slave about
iorty, who in her younger days had been the housekeeper
and laundress for Thomas Jefferson by v;hom she had two
beaut;iful quadroon daughters--Clotel and Althesa. The
time of the opening of the story is the early nineteenth
century and the place is Hichmond, Virginia; the father
of the quadroons has long been out of their lives. They
are all slaves but they enjoy a sort of liberty. Gurrer
is known as the most skillful laundress in iiichmond and
by her earnings pays her master for the time which he
has the right to demand from her and her two daughters.
The girls enjoy many luxuries, are provided with a tutor,
and grow up as ladies. All runs smoothly until the mas-
ter dies ana his slaves are put up for sale. ?rom here
on there is much action developing along two main plot
lines
.
Prior to the day of the sale, Horatio Green, a
wealthy white fellow had fallen in love with Clotel and
naa promised to purchase her. He did purchase her,
hired a cottage, and tnere they lived after a short
ceremony. They lived happily and soon a baby girl was
born to Clotel. Shortly afterwards Horatio was seriously
I
contemplating moving to Prance or Hngland where Clotel
f

and her child could be free. But he became engaged in
political affairs and soon the neifvs reached Glotel’s
ears ths.t he v^as going to marry a very wealthy and influ-
ential politician’s daughter. Horatio verified this bit
of news explaining to Glotel that he was only doing it to
gain political success. He vainly attempted to tell
Glotel that he v<ould always love her and that they could
see each other frequently. Glotel refused to see him
again and sent him away.
Some years after Horatio’s marriage, his wife
Gertrude learned of his previous affair, became jealous,
had Glotel sold and took T'ary into her house as a servant.
I'any were the experiences that Glotel w^ent through after
sne left hichmond, and she finally met her fate as she
was trying to escape from a jail to which she had been
confined for being a fugitive slave. One day, feeling
tnat sne had a chance to escape, Glotel ran out of the
prison. Her efforts were all in vain though, because she
was surrounded as she neared the bridge. So, seeing no
other way out, Glotel "clasped her hands convulsively and
raised them as she at the same time raised her eyes to
heaven, and begged for that mercy and compassion there,
which had been denied her on ea,rth; and then with a
single bound she vaulted over the railings of the bridge
,t r . .
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and sank forever "beneath the v^aves of the river.
Ileamvhile, Mrs. Green \^ho had imposed such hard
work on ITary had cheinged and had become T^arv ’ s friend,
i'he child v/as older, more beautiful, and in love, but
sne and her lover had been separated by circumstances
over v«hich neither of them had control. But other cir-
cumstances brought them together years later in London
and there they married and remained.
In relating the tragedy of Clot el, I have not
said a great deal about her mother or her sister. Since
this storp is supposed to be about Glotel I shall con-
clude this summary with very brief remarks about Currer
and Althesa.
i’ortunately for Althesa. she was sold to a bank
teller at whose home she met Henry ITorton, a young
physician from Vermont who fell in love with her and
married her. She was tutored and finally entered society
passing for white, lifter five years she bore him two
lovely daughters who were sent north for their education
when thep became of age.
In ISbl both Jr. and 7'"rs. Horton became victims
of the yellov; fever epidemic which swept the South. The
6
W'. Brown, pc. c it .
. p. 218.
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daughters were arrested as slaves after their parents’
death and sold. One took poison, and the other died of
a broken heart.
Currer, the mother of these quadroons, was sold
to a Fethodist minister and was about to be emancipated
along with all the other slaves of a particular planta-
tion, by his liberal-minded daughter after his death,
when she contracted yellow fever and died.
’Tight I mention at this point that there are
three editions of this novel--a London edition: Glotel
^^6 President ’ s Daughter (1353) and two American edi-
tions: Glotel
.
.A Tale of the Southern States (1864) and
ri
Glotel or The Golored Heroine (1867). The former novel
is the one previously summarized, and the other two not
only are different in title but also have many varying
incidents and t’ne characters have different names.
Prorn my point of viev; Glotel had very good possi-
bilities at the beginning, but Srown appears to have been
haunted by so many experiences of his slavery ds.ys that
he frequently digresses from novel writing to give ac-
counts of plantation episodes which well could have been
lefi out. The novel is extremely interesting, but there
7 Davis, Lee, Brown, pjo. cit . ; p. 138.

are too inanj characters, which prsTents him from deYeiop-
i'ri(£ ixny one. There is very iittie humor; hoiveYer, what
i;.umor there is is introduceu in j.i£,ressive episodes, the
li.ain characters being at all tiimes deadly serious. There
are two main plots, each half deYeloped, and the booh is
filled Vvith enough material for seYsral novels. ITeverthe-
less, Clotel was a promising beginning for American ITegro
f ict ion.
'The question uppermost in the minds of most readers
reading this novel is partially ansvvered by Brown,
"I^y narrative has now come to a close. I may
be ashed, and no doubt sha.ll, are the various
incidents and scenes related founded in truth?
I answer, Yes, I have personally participated in
many of these scenes. Some of the narratives I
have derived from other sources; many from the
lips of those \.no, like myself, have run away
from the hands of bonds.ge.*'°
In discussing Clotel
.
Vernon Loggins quotes an
article published in an American magazine which could
have been the incentive behind Brown’s novel: "It is
assented, on the authority of an American nevvspaper,
that the daughter of Thomas Jefferson, late president of
Q
the United States, was sold at Hew Orleans for ^1000."
* W. Brown, p_p. cit . , Conclusion p. 244.
9 • Vernon Loggins, The ITegro Author (lI.Y.
;
Columbia U. Press, 1931) p. 165.
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XiOggins also mentions the fact that, according to the
Liberator published ?eb . 3, 1854, an iaimediate American
edition of Glotel v<as urged, but did not come until 13o<4,
and the reason for the delay might well have oeen because
it was based on a scandalous rumor which Brown apparently
made no attempt to prove. Loggins goes further and
remarks that Brown perhaps realized his mistake in ma,king
Jefferson the focus of the story, for when the American
edition came out the title and many passages were
changed.
There was not so much contemporary criticism of
Brown’s novel as there was of his book Thr e e Years in
Luro pe ; however, Josepnine BroY^n does mention two London
papers that criticized the novel. The London Daily Hews
pronounced it a book thah Vi^ould make deep impression;
while the Leader
.
edited by the son of Leigh Hunt, thought
"many parts of it equal to anything which has appeared on
the slavery question.
"
f P» 186
.
1^* Log . c it .
Josephine Brown, _Qn. c it
.
,
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Glotel is sail to liave contri'buted to the creation
of anti-slavery sentiment along with the novels of Harriet
Beecher Stowe and other white v/riters who wrote on the
same theme; The Curse .dntailed
,
Harriet H. Bigelow (1357),
Zoe ; or The Q.ue.droon’ s Triumph (1355) Elizabeth B. Liver-
more, and Cousin Frank’s Household by Lnily Clemens Pea.r-
son.^*^ Clotel contributed to this sentiment by making
use of the religious argument
.
Clotel is important because it was the first novel
written by an American llegro, and because of its contri-
bution to anti- slavery sentiment. "Though he never had a
day’s schooling in his life he has produced literary works
not un\-'orthy of a highly educated gentleman. He writes
with ease and ability, with intelligent observations upon
the great question to wdiich he has devoted his life."^^
He also wrote an autobiography. Black !’'an and Three Years
in gdirope.
Lorenzo Bow Turner, Anti -Slavery Sentiment in
American Literature Prior to 1365 (fash..I).C. ; Associa-
tion Por Study of TTegro Life and History, 1929) p. 79.
Ibid
.
.
p. 32.
15 ' ^
AH Brown, The Black Han ^IT.Y. Palcutt; 1363)
p. 29. Taken from Hemoirs of the Author in which the
above is quoted as coming from the Scotch Indenendent
June 20, 1852.
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So much for V7illiam Wells Brovni, v;ho laid the
foundation for the later ITegro novelists, and 'Vv'ho devo-
ted his novel to stories of propo.ganda. ITov, vie come to
tvvo more novelists--I':art in' .Robinson Relany and Frances
Rllen «V. Harper, also propaga.ndist s
.
Martin Delany was born in Charleston, Virginia, in
1312. He had no schooling until he reached the age of
ten and his family stole from Virginia to western Penn-
sylvaniz. There he grew to maturity and obtained train-
ing from a group of ITegro men who constituted the Thel-
vian Literary Society. In 1339 Delany ma.de an extended
trip into the Southwest--Louisiana, T.Hssissippi
,
Texas,
and Arka.nsas, gathering impressions which he 'was to use
much later in his novel Blake (1859).^^
This novel deaHs with the extensive wande^rings of
an educated "West Indian through the South organizing the
slaves for a future uprising. He travels on horseback
from state to state, county to county, and city to city
conversing secretly with young and old Hegro slaves.
Henry, our hero, makes investigations with regard to the
living conditions, clothing, and treatment of the slaves
The following is an example of the sort of dialogue tha.t
hoggins p^. cit .
.
p. -153. Pacts of Delany’s
life taken from this book.
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constitutes a great part of the noyel. Henry is inter-
viewing Aunt Dilly and attempting to get an idea of how
the juatuers, a wealthy family of very fair Hegroes,
treat their slaves.
"Henry asks, ’Do you knovi/ that the Aatuers
are colored people?’ • '
’Yes, Chile; God bless yeh soul, yes’. Case
huh mammy ony dead t*vo-three yehn, an’ she
black as me.’
’How did they treat her?’
’Hot berry well; she mus da children; an
eat in a house arter all don.’
’V/hat did Latuer’s children call her?’
’Da call her mammy, some like white folks
children call de mus.’
’Gan you tell me. Aunty, v/hy they treat
you people so badly knowing themselves to be
colored, and some of the slaves related to
them?
’
’God bless yeh, hnnny, de wite folks des
plantehs make em so; da run heah, and tell em
da mus’n treat deh niggehs well, case da spile
’em. ’"17
Henry’s plans are v^ell under v/ay, and the uprising
is to take place in the not too distant future, when a
rash drunken Hegro wfindbag discloses all.
j
This novel began in the Anglo -African in 1859
17« Davis, Lee, Brovm, op. cit., p. 14D. This pas-
sage and all previous remarks about Blake --The Hegro Caravan
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shortly before Blaise’s departure for the Uiger Valley.
Three chap,ters selected from the middle of the book
appeared in the January number of the An,
-s' 1 o -Af r i c an . with
a statement from the editor tnat the story was later to
be puolished as a volume, bu'c plans evidently failed, for
in the jfebruary number of the magazine the first five
chapters of trie story v;ere printed, and it v/as continued
through July, wnen the ti^enty-fourth chapter v.as reached
but apparently no more of the story saw print.
Tnis work differs essentially from all others
heretofore published in that it not onry shows the com-
bined political and commercial interests that unite the
ilortn and South, but also gives in the most familiar
manner the formidable understanding among the slaves
tiiroughout the United States and Cuba.^^
Vernon hoggins considers this novel puerile, and
I am inclined to agree with him. To begin with, the
IQ
* hoggins, p_p. c it .
.
p. 185. The entire para-
graph comes from hoggins. The writer’s source of infor-
mation concerning this has been the two facts above and
the Ajifslo -Af rican T'^agazine .
Martin helany, "Blake” or "Huts of America",
0 r ic an T'agazine ; January 1, 1859; taken from
editor’s remarks. This magazine contains chaps. 1-5;
28-30.
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dialect is rather unconvinc irij^’ and inconsistent . In adai-
tion to this, if it v;eie riot for the facts that Delsniy was
of fearless spirit, that he did tour the sections which
he mentions and that he is said to have pls.nned with John
Brown to alter the Underground Railroad, the plot w^ould
sound implausible.'^'^
Henry is characterized by the authors of the ITe/’ro
Caravan as being “a stereotyped ’noble savage’, too artic-
ulate, forseeing, and luck^' in his unhampered extensive
wanderings .
"
Frances j_.llen Jatkins Harper was the first negro
woman to write a novel; however, she was distinctly a
minor poet, not a novelist. She was born in Baltimo.re,
I'aryland, in 18ki5 of free parents after whose death she
had to earn her own living. Tliere are not any facts about
her life which have a bearing on her one novel lola Leroy
or Shadows U olifted (1892), except that she devoted her-
self to the cause of freedom and worked with the Under-
ground Railroad.
• Rrank xiollin, liartin Be Ian;, (Boston; nee Sc.
Shepard, 1868) pp. 46, 868.
Davis, Lee, Brown, _op. cit .
. p. 139.

^'0
lola Leroy
,
still a novel of propaganda,, is a
story the setting of which is mainly in ITorth Carolina
at the time of the Civil h'ar. 'fhe heroine is an octoroon,
the daughter of a wealthy planter and a beautiful qua-
droon woman who are supposed to be legally married. lola
is refined, modest, beautiful and is educated as whits,
hhen her father dies she is sold into slavery. Soon the
Civil ‘vmr breaks out and after she ha-s had numerous ad-
ventures and trials, ITegro friends help her to reach the
Union lines. lola serves as a nurse to the troops for
the duration of the war during which time she is honor-
ably wooea by white men, but finally me.rries a physician
who might have denied his iTegro descent, but chooses not
to do so.
The book throbs with interest, but lacks the
smoothness of a vvell-construc ted piece of work, and
especially toward the -close assumes a didactic tone. A
novelist such as Jane ii.usten could have written a book on
material rushed over in a page of this novel. Vernon
jjOggins says that as a whole this is hardly mors than an
interesting experiment and is rather dull and pious.
Vany situations from Clotel are seen in this novel.
Loggins; pj3. cit .
.
p. 137
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Hovel s exTjlorin,.; the primitive iTep;r o mind . Turn-
from .lil-iciii >vells Bro'^.n, ’’Martin Belany, and Prances
•ij. Harper vhiose novels are devoted to propdi^anda defena-
inj^ the ITegro against prejudice and social discrimination,
we find Paul L. i>j.nhar and Charles V7. Chesnutt during the
last decade of the nineteenth century exploring the primi-
tive x7eg>ro mind and devoting their stories to ilegro super-
stitions, romances, humor, language, and religion.
Paul L. hunhar, foremost exponent in verse of the
life and character of the ilegro people, v/rote four novels:
The Uncalled (1396), The Love of Landry (1900), The
Panatics (1901), and Tne Sport of the Gods (1S98).^^
Dunbar Vvas born in 1872 in Dayton, Ohio, and received a
high school education from the same city. 'Tne only bio-
graphical factor that has any bearing on his novels is
his thought of entering the ministry at one time during
his life.*^^ The Uncalled is an exposition giving Dunbar’s
own ordeal in deciding vdiether he ought to enter the
ministry. The action aeais with the conflict in tne
Benjamin Brav.'ley, The Degro in Literature and
Art (H.Y.; Dodd, Yead cb Go. 1934) p. 170.
24. Ibid., p. 195.
25. Loggins, pp. cit .
.
p. 187.
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mind of a white youth living in a small Ohio town who
feels that he should not become a .preacher, but who is
forced by circumstances into a seminary and then into the
pulpit. There isn’t a single Negro character in the book
and the jjnglish is very bad.
Tne Love of Landry is a story of some sentimental
Lasterners w'ho think that they have found the sublime
beau'Cj, of resAitj on a Colorada ranch. It is, if possible,
less deserving of being called a novel than the one pre-
viously discussed.
(
The S port of the Gods
.
a very interesting novel,
shows a naturalistic view of life. Berry Hamilton who had
been a slave, has remained in the South, and at the open-
ing of tne action is presented as a butler living happily
in a pretty cotta.ge with his wife and two children--Kitty
,
vfno is being trained as a housekeeper, and Joe, w'ho ex-
pects to become a barber, a theft of a large sum of
money is committed in the house of Berry’s employer, and
the innocent butler is accused, given a mock trial, and,
sent to prison for a long term. His v;ife and children,
\
turned from their home and treated as outcasts by black
as well as whites, are forced to go somewhere, and they '
decide upon New York,
Nitty is green enough to be seduced by the first
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man siie meets, but laments her folly, turns hard and prac-
tical, and succeeds as a member of a black theatrical
troupe. Joe succumbs to the allurements of a club which
is an institution for the lower education of the colored
youth. lie works in a barber shop, makes money, and spends
it on a colored actress v/hom he meets at the club. She
finally grows tired of him and in a fit of jealous rage
he strangles her. Imprisonment for life is his punishment,
fhe mother, thinking that since her husband is in the pen-
itentiary, and that she is automatically divorced, marries
a gambler vino beats her in order to force her to support
him when he is out of luck.
Such is the situation vvhich his children and w'ife
are in when 3erry Hamilton is relea.sed from prison and
comes to hew fork in search of them,' the truth having been
divulged that he has paid the penalty for the crime of a
aee,enerate white man.
The novel is rather poor in structure with very fevv
indications of any sort of plan. It is a compendium of
information for anyone who desires to read it, and one
would think that it was written by a preacher instead of
an art 1 st. There are however, many passages that are
> Ibid
.
,
p. 324.
xi.pril, 1905.
Also Bookman
.
23: 1S5-13G,

intense and serious. I arn thinking particularly about
the evening after Serry was convicted.
'h^ll the night long the women of the ils-lilton
household lay in bed and v.ept, clinging to each
otner in their grief. But Joe did not go to bed.
Against all tneir entrea.ties he stayed up. He
put out the light and sat staring into the gloom
with hard burning eyes.*'^"^
According to a- commenta.tor in Boolonan i^'^agazine
,
The
o port of the Crods received comparatively little notice and
is now, perhaps, almost forgotten, save by a very fev/.
One reason wh^- it failed to attract attention may have
been its title, which is decidedly pretentious and which
means nothing in particular. Another reason is that the
first fevv clmpters of the book contain only conventional
material, treated in the m.ost conventional sort of way.
'jlunbar’s remarkable rise to prominence stimulated
many other men, and there were numerous tributes in verse
* OQ
as well as prose, especially at the time of his passing.
He won a place in iimerican Literature of which he cannot
be deprived by prejudice, nor would it be complete with-
Paul L. Dunbar, The Snort of the Gods
.
1898,
p. 6b.
Benjamin Brawley, P.L. Dunbar -
-
Poet of Ilis
People --i^nnendix (Chapel Hill; University of IT.G. Press,
1936) p. is7.
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id9
out che nev. and fine element uliicU he supplies.'
Charles W. Ghesnutt, who made great contr iout ions
,
not only to tne uevslopment of txie he^ro novel, out also
to hegro literature as a whole, was oorn in Cleveland,
Onio, June ii, 1358. At an early ae,e he went to horth
Carolina and while there he studied to good purpose the
dialect, manners, and superstitions of the ITegro people
of the state. He has had a great deal of experience in
writing other than in novels. In 1337 he began writing
for tne .txtlantic ''"onthl.y and s'noruly afterwards published
a book of short stories. Then followed his novels The
house nenind the G inders
^
( 1900 ) ; The hrrow of Tradition
^1901); and The Colonel’s Dream (1905).^^
The Marrow of Tradition has to do with the rela-
tions of two women, one ^i/hite and one mulatto, w'ho had
the same father. The novel touches upon practically
every social problem of the Degro
.
The house Behind the Cinders
.
a story of the color
line, presents Heno V/alden, who, although classed as
colored, is so white that her ITegro identity is easily
29 .
Ibid .
.
Boston .evening Transcript
,
heb . 10, 1905
hoggins, ££. cit . . p. 135.
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mistaken. In her struggle to live her life conscientiously
ana honestly she has much to contend \-ith. finally, after
struggling against so much, she Vveakens and dies.
fhe Colonel’ s Dream is a story of the failure of
high ideals. Colonel Plenry French, a Southerner vdio has
achieved success in ilew York, returns to his old home for
a vacation, only zo fina himself face to face v.ith all the
problems that one meets in a. backv^ard Southern tov<n.
’He dreajried of a regenerated South filled
Vrfith thriving industries, and thronged v.ith a.
prosperous and happy people; where every man,
•
having enough for his needs, was v/illing that
every other man should have the same; where
la.w and order prevail unquestioned; aaid where
every man could enter, through the golden dome
of hope, the field of op ;ortunitj .vhere lay the
prizes of life, which all might have an equal
chance to v.in or lose.‘*bl
Colonel Yrench, deeply concerned with the ITegro
situation, tries to straighten it out. He encounters
opposition to his plans, opposition which finally sends
him back to hew York, defeated. Tae Colonel’s son and a
lovable old colored ma.n are killed by a train while the
servant is attempting to rescue the boy. The morning
after, the bodies are buried side by side in the white
Charles V/. Chesnutt, The Colonel ’ s Dream (;
Doubleday cc Page, 1905} p. 50.
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cemetery, the Hegro’s casket was left on tlie Colonel’s
porch with the follov/ing Vi/ords attached to it:--
•'hurnell French, ' rake notic’ and berry yore
ole nigger some whar else. He can’t stay in
Oak oemitury. The majority of the white people
of this town dident tend yore nigger funarl,
vvount haYe him there. Higgers by their selves,
and white people by their selves, and them that
lives in our town must live by our rules.
Signed--
Cumity"^^
Charles w. Chesnutt handles this material of color
better and more fully than any other wniter thus far in
the development of novels. The ITegro C aravan quotes Joel
j-.. Spingarn as having said, "Charles W. Chesnutt is a
true pioneer, but we would be underestimating his achieve-
ment if we thought of it merely in terms of subject matter
or material, V/hat is important is not tlmt y.r, Chesnutt
was the first to discover or deal w'ith the material, but
that he was the first to give it life."^^
I don’t feel that Chesnutt ’s novels are as well
done as his short stories. He appears to be an idealist
and for that reason his stories strike me as being very
Ibid.
,
p. 103.
Havis, Lee, Brown, oo. cit., p. 140.
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unreal. Ihere are still traces of propaganda, and the
stor/ ha.s too man^ climaoies. ITevertheless
,
his main
plots vvere well in hand, and his work show notable ad-
va.nce
.
Benjamin 3rav;ley says, ''rr. Ghesnutt writes in
simple, clear Bnglish and his methods might Vvell be
studied by younger writers who desire to treat, in fic-
tion, the many searching questions that one meets today
in the life of the South.
"In spite of the more elaborate efforts that have
succeeded his," says Joel S. Spingarn, "the more intri-
cate studies of character, and the subtler cadences of
prose, he was the first ITegro novelist and he is still
the best."'^^
General remarks about group . The first five
ile^ro novelists have now come to light. These five have
been discussed because they were the first I'legro -Ameri-
cans who attempted to write novels. Therefore, from
1853 to the dawn of the twentieth century we find that
Brav/ley, Begro in Literature and Art
,
op . c it .
,
p. 30
Charles \Y. Ghesnutt, The Conjure lYoma.n (B.Y.
;
Houghton TTifflin Go., 1928)
jJavis, Lee, Brow^n, Begro Caravan
, op . cit .
.
p. 138
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their achievement has shown some advancement. An endur-
ing masterpiece had not been written, but that could
hardly have been expected. If the literature shows
nothing else, it shov»/s tenacity of purpose. ITegro authors
are determined to hold on--that spirit which kept them
going_. through a long period of such degre.dation as few
races have ever experienced will continue to preserve
them. With the American social organization, such as it
was, much ’was denied them, but literature was open to
them and in it they saw an opportunity to *'rise and shine"
and did.
marly Uegro novelists wrote to plead a cause, and
tneir successors have all al^.ost followed their example.
Unlike nineteenth century reform novelists who w^ere pro-
fessionals with years of experience, William Wells Brow’n
and Martin Uelany squeezed novel writing into careers .
crowded with anti-slavery work. It is not surprising
that their novels were poorly constructed, immature, and
far from perfect. They all had good tales to tell, but
they did not know how and didnbt have time to find out how
to write novels. They cannot be criticized too harshly
for v^riting propaganda, but for wrriting propaganda badly.
As I have mentioned before, and as you will see in
the next two chapters, these five pioneers had a great
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influence, not only on each other, but also on the
novelists to come. In addition, the greatest effect of
these novels v«/as the creation or development of a very
malicious attitude of the Uegro toiivard the white man.
for this reason many v/ere popular only temporarily, and
their publications were limited,
we find that none of these novelists had a strict
academic education. They were all v/ell-read, and each
had some literary experience other than the writing of
their respective novels. So much for the pioneers.
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mGdO i^OVELISi'S ilXPLORE AiTD CRITICIZE EEGRO SOCIETY
Erom the time of the publication of Charles W.
Chesnutt’s last novel in 1905 to 1912 no novels were
written by ITegro-Americans until James Weldon Johnson
Drought forth ^ Autobio.^raphy of Ex-Colored Man
(1912)^ After World War I we find ITegro novelists
maturing and instead of criticizing white society,
beginning to explore and criticize Eegro society. The
novelists about to be discussed have been selected
oecause they are representative of the type of writing
Hegroes were doing during the early part of the twen-
ptieth century.^
Eovels depicting life in various ITegro classes .
James Weldon Johnson, the teacher, author, and publi-
cist, was born in Jacksonville, Elorida, in 1371. He
v^as a graduate of Atlanta University, and did graduate
work at Columbia University; he also studied law and
was admitted to the bar in Elorida. In 1906 Mr. Johnson
accepted the post of United States Consul to Puerto
Cabello, Venezuela, and later v/as transferred to Corinto,
Davis, Lee, Brown, ITegro Caravan (U.Y. ; Dryden
Press, 1941) p. 324.
2 . Loc. cit
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Nicaragua. ^ In 1925 he was the recipient of the Spingarn
Medal for service *'as diplomat, author, ana puoiicist.”
Mr. Johnson’s first formal puolication was An Autobiog-
raphy of an ilx-Colored Man .* however, he wrote many poems
which were his greatest contrioution to literature.'^ He
served as visiting professor at Hew York University
during the latter part of his life and in 1933 he was
killed in an automobile accident.
An Autobiography of an iibc-Qolored Man is a story
told in the first person singular-- similar to an auto-
biography. The hero of the story was born in Georgia a
few years after the close of the Civil War, but didn’t
know anything about his father. He did, however, remem-
ber a tall man with a small dark mustache who used to let
him play with his long gold chain and great gold watch,
and give him coins. When still s- youngster, the hero and
his mother moved to Connecticut where the two of them
lived in a small cottage. His mother was a very good
seamstress and that was their source of income. Shortly
afterwards he started school and it was during his first
days at school that he received a very great shock. Up
%
• Loc . cit .
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to nov^ he had believed that he was white like everyone
else, but one day the principal came in and asked all of
the white children to stand. He stood Vi/ith the rest,
but the teacher asked him to sit and then stand with the
others. This amazed the youngsters very much and after
school many of the colored students jeered at him and
some of the 'whites ignored him. rlis mother explained to
aim tnat he was colored and so was she, although their
skin vvas very fair--she further told him that his father
w=as v«hite.
And so, our colored hero continued his studies taking
up music on the side. Shortly after his high school grad-
uation his mother died, and he turned his mind toward
Atlanta, G-eorgia, where he intenaed to enter Atlanta Uni-
versity. He had'nbt been in the city long before someone
stole his entrance fee, and not desiring to burden anyone
with his misfortune, he gave college up and set out to
look for work.
Our young hero he.d many experiences during the years
that followed. He mingled with gamblers, played in night
clubs, played for various white house parties, accompanied
a millionaire to Aurope to pla^’ for him, returned to Aaier-
ica mingling with Hegro society, decided to pass for
white, and finally married a w'hite girl and returned to
a^iUrope
(
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Although this book is classed as a novel, in iiiy
es timation, it conforms more closely to the characteris-
tics of a good biography than a good novel. The entire
book is an account of the experiences of one individual?
hov/ever, this main character isn’t developed in the least
and does-rio-t seem to have much life. There are not even
any inaications or evidences of plot. The Hegro Caravan
classifies this book as a novel, and mentions the fact
that the accounts given are not taken from the author’s
life
.
"Though well known for his musical comedy
lyrics, James vV. Johnson reached his first
li'cerary aistinction with this novel, llis-
tahenly considered an autobiography, the novel
still leans heavily upon materia.1 that Johnson
collected in his variegated career. Expository
rather than dramatic, the novel has worn well
and has been recently reprinted. It is not
only the first of the ’passing’ novels, the
first treatment of the Black Bohemia of Bew'
York, and the first novel attempting to give a
cross section of ilegro life, but it also anti-
cipates much of Johnson’s own later vvork. It
is a purpose novel--the propaganda insinuated
rather than direct. Tne style is more like
that of an essay than of fiction."^
Carl Van Vechten, snthor of hi/;~:er Heaven
.
remarks
that this is a remarkable book and was of invaluable
Ibid. p. 168
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source to hiii; for tiie study of ITegropsy logy.* *^
“The ability of the llegro to mask his real
feelings vith a j oke or a laugh in the presence
of the ironical v.hite me.n is here noted, for
the first time in print, I should imagine.
heoTo adaptability, touchiness, jealousy, are
referred to in an unselfconsc ious manner,
totally novel in ITegro v.riting at the time of
this book’s original appearance.
“Jim Crou cars, crap shooting, and the cake-
ir«alk are inevitably described. Color snobbery
i^^ithin the race is freely spoken of, together
v.ith the economic pressure from vvirhout v.hich
creates this false condition."'^
“ vvliile it is as fresh today as Vvhen it v.as
v.ritten, this book shov^/s clearly tnat it anti-
cipated the hectic temper that v.e have had in
llegro literature and music since World War I.
Johnson made a permanent contribution to his
country; and when we consider this a-uthor as
one of the writers of the hegro race, we find
that there is no one living who has done work
that is more significant or that is more likely
to be enduring."^
Jessie J^auset, born in Philadelphia a.nd educated
at Cornell, the University of Pennsylvania, and the
Colege de Prance, taught in V/ashington, D. C
. ,
and wevv
C
James 'J. Jolinson, ^ Autobiography of a.n hx-
Colored Uan (iJ.Y.; Alfred A. ICnopf 1927) Introduction by
Carl Van Vechten, p, 5.
7
* I~bid
.
,
p. 6
.
Q
• Benjamin Brav^ley, The ITegro in Literature and
i^rt (il.Y.; Juffield cc Co. 1918)pp. 103-104.
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York City. Che has written verse as 'w’eil as the novels
Tnere is Confusion ^±924:), Plum Bun (1919), Chinaberry
free (1931)
,
ana Gomeuy : American St.y le (1933) .
Of the four novels I have deciaecL to discuss
Gomeay ; American Ctyle
.
because I think it x)j^esents a
very vivid and real picture of the ITegro upperclass and
the life led by those “passing". Quadroon Olivia Gary,
deeply affected by an incident in her childhood, is bent
on becoming a part of the v/hite world. She has three
children: feresa--fair
,
Ghristopher--f air
,
and Oliver--
brov.n-sxtinned. a11 during feresa’s and- Christopher’s
lives she tries to dominate them a.nd shov; them the impor-
tance of passing for white. She succeeds with Teresa--
makes her break her engagement with a ITegro s,nd talks
her into ma^rrying a Prenclman. Christopher will not be
dominated by her, and manages to get expelled from school
in order to remain at home to take ca,re of his neglected
brown-skinned brother--Cliver
,
who is sent awsy when
young to prevent the public from discovering that the
family is a IFegro one. Pretending that she is playing a
game witn him, Olivia often tricks him into being the ser-
vant when she has white guests. Poor Oliver is hated by
his mother, but his father, sister, and brother love him
deeply emd bestow upon him the affection that his mother
I
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fails to give him. Oliver’s young life came to a tragic
end when he shot himself after he read a letter written
to his father oy his mother. The letter read thus:--
" If you and Chris 'would come and settle
down over here we could all oe as white as we
look if it just wern’t for Oliver. Oliver
ana nis unfortunate color has certainly oeen
a, millstone around our necks all our lives.
After Oliver’s death Dr. Gar^r has a nervous breakdown
and has to give up his profession temporarily/-, but Chris-
topher finally finishes medical school, and at the end vi/e
find them working- together. Poor Olivia remains in Aurope
almost do'v'vn to her last dime and silently meditates over
the experiences of the past.
In this novel we have characters that really li've,
characters that provoke the reader from time to time,
arousing sympathy, disgust, ana hatred in his mind. The
'vi-riter had a definite plan and adhered to it. This novel
is constructed simply, but has continuity and coherence.
The title is Comedy : American Style
.
and the contents
fall in tne follo-^ving chapters : --I--Plot ; II--Characters
;
III--Teresa’ s Act; IV--01iver’s Act; V--Phoebe’s Act;
YI--Curtain.
9
* Jessie k'auset,
Frederick A. Stokes Go.,
Comedy : American Style (U.Y.;
1933) p. 221.
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In discussing all four novels briefly, I would say
that in each there is a woman of color whose racial iden-
tity might be in doubt and who struggles in the toils of
X at e •
"ho one of these boohs is a great novel,
and one might especially find fault with the
earlier productions. The plotting is not
perfect; the style is sometimes overlo8.ded;
ana perhaps too freequently there is a didac-
tic note. There are also, how^ever, some strong
situations, ana much of tenderness and beauty.
The books not only contributed some memorable
characters to the literature of the hegro out
also directed attention to a phase of life
that, eoiicept for the work of Chesnutt, had been
almost untouched in American fiction,
"miss hausett’s books aren't 'younger generation
i^egro stuff; indeed, they are a sort of bridge betvK'een
the old and txie new negro generations. They are full of
beauty and passion, blackly steerin^ clear of inferiority
complex.
"
jr'erhaps worthy of mention are two other novels
centered around professional ITegroes. ^uicksand ( 193Q ]
.
by ilella Larsen, depicts the struggle of ilelga Gi“ane, a
beautiful mulatto school teacher. This young school
Brawley, ££. cit .
,
pp. 222 -224 .
t hew Tiepublic
,
"Bookreview" ; 39:192, July, 1924.
(xvuthor of this book review v.as not given.)
^f
%
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teacher is proud and has a stron^i' feeling concerning the
injustices done to other metibers of her raco. Hovi/ever,
tnere are times when she feels that she desires to break
away from the race entirely and "pass'* and she does, only
to return after a short length of time. There are hot
many outstanding characters, and Helga is rather dull
with no sense of humor whatsoever. Throughout the novel
she is undergoing a mental struggle. The plot is not
very breath-taking and has a sudden and very strange
ending
.
The other novel, kire in the hlint (1925) by
'waiter wliite, is t'ne story of an educated llegro, a physi-
cian who serves in the army after gro.duation from college
ana medical school, and then returns to his home town in
Georgia to practice medicine. w'ith malice toward none
and charity for all, he goes about his business, willing
to live in tne existing social code rather than fight
against race prejudice. Yet, in spite of himself, he
gets involved in interracial affairs, is suspected and
hated by the local Klu Kluxers, and at the last, a.fter
his sister has been ravished and his brother killed, is
himself ambushed and burned at the stake.
hideous picture of life in Georgia as a
ITegro sees it. Yaturally it is overdrawn,
overaccented . ri.ll the incidents described
could have happened; Vvithout a doubt similar
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incidents have happened time and time again,
but life is not as bad as that. It is not a
mere chain of horrible events. As a picture
of life, ohe book is false, ^^s propaganda,
it is effeotive, as literature it is negligi-
ble, but it is, nevertheless, a cry of the
oppressed, of a people genuinely oppressed
and dishonorably abused.
•fhe Zire in the i'lint vas 'written in a fe’w weeks
and sinoe has been published in french, leramn, iriissian,
and ha.s recently been transls.ted intoDanish.* *^ To
those 'Who like their ITegro stories served a la Aay Cohen
or Irvin Cobb, this novel is not recoimnended.^'^
Benjamin Brawley remarks that propaganda is delib-
erate in this novel, and that the worlaiianship is uncer-
tain near the beginning.^^
'The fire in the flint is the first novel by a
young ilegro vfnich transoends the bounds of propaganda
and becomes an exciting and pathetic dramatic story told
1 a
•
with passionate vigor. The editor of Bookman recom-
Independent Ifagazine ; ’’Kecent fiction”, 113:
20k-3, September, 1924.
Mary \7hite Cvington, Portraits in Color (il.Y.
;
The Viking Press, 1927) pp. 115-116.
14 * Loc . cit .
15.
Brawley, o_p. cit .
.
p. 124.
* The Bookman
,
" The Editor Pecoimnends’*
,
60:342,
1924
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menas this novel as a moving piece of v/riting.
i/aiter .Vi/Tiite ' s other works are gli,-:ht (1926), a
novel which was not so successful, and a biography of
Judge Lynch, ho pe and xaggot (1927), presenting the
result of ten yea,rs of investigat ion of America’s most-
disgraceful institution.
Hovels engaged in satiric racial self -criticism .
^nd so \<e turn from J'ames w'. Johnson, Jessie Hauset, Hella
x.arsen, and Walter VAiite who have endeavored to present
to their readers a vivid picture of the kind of life lead
by those who cross the border line of color and “pass'*.
Practically all of these novels deal with the experiences
and struggles of the Hegro middle and professional clas-
ses. There were severe.l Hegroes around this time who
began to criticize the negro race and to write satirical
novels ridiculing them. They were W. E. B. LuBois,
George Schuyler, and Wallace Thurman in their nove.le The
nark prince bs (1928), Black Ho J'^ore (1931), and Inf s.nts
of Soring (1932) and The Blacker the Berry (1929),
respectively.
W. n. Burghardt xJuBois, born in Great Barrington,
Ilassachusetts
,
received his B.A., h.A.
,
and Ph.I). from
Harvard University and also studied at the University of
Berlin. He taught at Wilberf orce University, was
• Brawley, pj2 . c i
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assistant feliov. in Sociology at tiie University of Penn-
sylvania, and at present is a professor at Atlanta Uni-
versity.-^'^ lie has wricten two novels, Ine „.uest of the
Silver Pleece ^1911) and Jam princess . The Jark Prin -
cess is consiaered the better by Brawley, bece.use it- is
more intense ana setter organized. To me, i-t appears to
oe a series of episodes. So'ine reveal social injustices
ana tiie prejudice of whites toward iiegroes, others dis-
cuss see>regation and probaole solutions, and still
owners ridicule whites as well as iiegroes for inter-
mingling socially. The real theme is centered around
the furious conflict that rages in the hearts of ITegro
men.
deorge Schuyler was born in Providence, hhode
Island, in 1395 and was educated in the public schools of
Syracuse, ilev; York. He w^as in the United States Army
from 1912-1920 after which he wrote for various maga-
zines--!^ ifessenger and Pittsburgh Courier . He wrote
the first satirical novel by a iIegro--31ack Ho >Iore
(1931) . In this novel Schuyler imagines what would
• •
res'ult if all Iiegroes could suddenly change their pig-
mentation, hair texture, and features until they were
Loc. cit.
\\ 1 -
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indist inguisiiable from whites. It attempts to point cut
the absurdities on both sides. i)r. Urookem is a Segro
physician 'wno, after a year’s study in hurope, returns
to America with a new discovery. He has discovered a
drug wnich, if administerea in the proper way, will turn
aark skins white. He sets up a laboratory in Harlem,
and within a short period of time all of tne Hegroes,
except a few ¥vho are making money by exploiting the mis-
eries of their brethren, ha.ve become white. But since
many of the white people ha,ve strains of mixed blood of
some type, these cnemicalry- treated hegroes are w^hiter
than manj of rhe dominaht race. In order to continue to
keep up che barrier between races, every white man must
prove that his' ancestry is purs from several generations
bacx of him. 'fhis proves very difficult, and some of the
most prominent men in the country find themselves classed
with negroes. It then becomes an honor to have dark skin,
for all bearers of finite skin are under suspicion.
Wallace Ihurman was born in halt Lake City, Utah,
educated at the University of Southern Cs^lifornia, and
served on the editorial staff of The Fessenr-er and of the
Ilacaulap Publisning Company. Infants of Soring (l9o2)
19
* Davis, Lee, Brown, pjc*
» P* 127.
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can very easily be classed as episodic s.long with JJairk
Princess
,
because it is merely a coxlection ox parables
illustrating; certain doctrines bearing on the race prob-
lem , Thurman tries to show how -prejudice discourages
the hegi-o irom attempting to develop his o’wn -personali ty
,
and he uses one of his main characters --Paul --for an exam
pie. ''ixe sits around helpless, possessed of great talent
doing nothing, wishing he were wnite."'^’^ xfiirtixer, he
maintains tnat respectaole hegroes do not appro/e of tnis
social interxuixture . Some x\egro writers and artists
won’t nave any racial integrity, he believes. In this
novel he makes an example of a. group of writers and art-
ists who were "satisfied to 'woo decadence, satisfied to
dedicate their lives to a routine of drunkenness and
degeneracy with chea-p white people, rather than mingle
with the respectable element of their own race."'^^
crease of cultural advantages, the educated colored ruan
is losing his inhibitions a.nd gaining a,n a.rtistic view
of life. The numoer of Negro writers of fiction is con-
General reraarks about •rouo. *lnd so with the in-
20
Infants of Spring (h.Y.
;
21 Ibid
.
.
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tinually grov/ing, and these Vvriters are obtaining an
audience among prominent maga.zines and publishing houses
The ITegro is beginning to be judged a.s an artist with no
special consideration because of his race. Writers are
nov« placing more importance upon stjle and method of pre
sexitation tnan upon the universal implications of the
action of their characters, 'we find them bent on creat-
ing the mood and expressing the spirit of their charac-
ters and situations.
Yes, negro novelists have learned hov. to write
novels. Their characters are beginning to live, they
have plans ana adhere to them, and they are beginning to
aaopt the style of true novelists. All of the novelists
aiscussea had formal educations with degrees from lead-
ing colleges and universities in this country and ^urope
This perhaps accounts for the fact that novelists are
now more broadminded.
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THE ITEY/ HEALISTS
Hegro literature, like roost of tiae literature
proaucea in America in tne last tViO decades, das been
realistic ana to some extent analytic. Benjaiain Eraw-
ley, in a very general way, gi/es tlrree results as seen
in the literature of the said period, Eirst, there was
a lacx of regard for any accepted standards whatsoeYer,
second, there v^as a preference for sordid, unpleasant,
or forbidden themes, and third, there v<as a certain
blatant quality, an obvious striving for effect, that
frequently gave an impression of artificiality.^ And
so the new realists have brought forth novels filled
with social comedy, novels revealing ITegro life in the
ooutii, and novelb portraying social realism,
hovels f illed with social come ay . Gountee Gullen,
the well-known poet, v;as born in iTev; York City in 1903,
and v;as reared in the atmosphere of a “^'ethodist parson-
age. He took degrees at Hew York and Harvard Univer-
sities, for a while served as associate editor of Oppor -
tunity i taught school, contributed to outstanding maga-
Benjamin Brawley, Ihie Hegro in Literature and
Art
.
(H.Y.; Dodd, Head & Go., 1934) 177.
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9
zines, and receiTed se'/eral valuable prizes. I'^r. Cul-
len is best remembered for nis poems; hov^ever, his
novel One Way to Heaven appeared in 1932.
This is a story dealing with tv/o phases of life
in Harlem. One is concernea with Hattie, a simple-hear-
ted young servant girl, and 3am Lucas, a one-armed rascal
who also has many good qualities. The other has to do
with a sophisticated circle of which Constantia Brandon
is tne center. Sam and Kattie meet on Hevic Year’s Lve at
church, he having migrated from the South using revivals
all along the way to his advantage by feigning conver-
sion. He always carried a pack of cards and a blade in
his pocket, and when the meeting was at its height he
would saunter up to the front, throw his blade and cards
on the pulpit, and cry for mercy. This would move the
brothers and sisters, and many sent forth "Amens" and
"hallelujahs" and slipped money in his pockets. After
the revival he would leave the church, having received
enough money to last him until he reached the next re-
vival. Well, as he was sitting in church on Hew Year’s
Lve he noticed that the minister was trying very hard to
. P« 123.
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convert a beautiful brown-skinned girl; but it seemed
as though neither the minister nor the elderly lady
beside her was making any progress, finally, Sam per-
formed his act, and it impressed the girl so, that she
too joined the church.
The two met, became very good friends, and were
married at the luxurious home of Gonsta,ntia Brandon for
Vtfhom Mattie was working. It was riot until long after her
marriage that Mattie realized that her husband was not
dependable, and not sincere about his conversion. Sam
finally died feigning that he was being saved at last in
order to make his wife happy.
This story is bright in spots, but not v/holly con
vincing. Mr. Cullen has very wrell described Sam’s con
version on I^ew Year’s Eve.
"Vi/hile the church rocked gently back and
forth with singing, Sam rose from his seat
and squeezed past three persons between him
and the aisle. His stout neighbor encouraged
him with, ’Lord help you, son.’ Tears welled
in his eyes, overflowed them, and trickled
down his cheeks. As he walked, his left
sleeve flapped. People became aware of his
physical deficiency, and he could feel their
pity flow out and engulf him. As Sam reached
the rail, he delved into his right-hand coat
pocket, threw down something, then knelt dovm
and sobbed. A tide of emotion surged from
the altar rail into lower pews and gallery;
women wept and clapped their hands, men
stomped and shouted. Here was magic which
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not even the preacher had been able 'to deal to
them: fifty-two playing-cards, a sharp bright
razor, and a sinner’s heart all displayed on
tne altar of the Lord. The very devil had been
laid low before them."^
Mr. Cullen v/rites in a most pleasing style, and
he received contemporary critical comments on his novel.
"It is impossible to describe the sweeping pathos of this
novel. It rises to heights all the more moving because
they are true to the lives of black and white alike.
Elizabeth Brown of the ilew York Times labels it
as an excellent and highly readable book which should
not be missed.
xludolph ii’isher, a llegro novelist, remarks that ?'r.
Cullen does not fall from the pedestal reached in creat-
ing line poems.
So much for Countee Cullen and One Way to Heaven
,
a social comedy, and now we turn to the novelist just
mentioned, iludolph fisher. He was born in 1897 in V/ash-
•5
Countee Cullen, One Way to Heaven
.
H.Y.;
Harper ^ Brothers Publishers, 19327^p. 22-23,
4
• Boston Transcript
. March 12, 1932, p. 3.
"Books", Hew York Herald Tribune
.
February 28,
1932, ,p. 3.
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ington, D, C., the son of a minister, grew up in Provi-
dence, Rhode Island, and attended Brovvn University from
vh'iich he took his B.A. and F.A. degrees and vvas admit-
ted to the Phi Beta Kappa. Honorary Society.^ Pisher was
connected with the X-ray Division of the Hev/ York Depart-
ment of Health, and wrote many short stories. Ihe V/alls
of Jericho (1928') is a story of Shine, a young piano
mover of marvelous strength. It gives a view of every
stratum of society in Harlem, from the comic jinx to the
professional "uplifter".
Our hero is “Shine", a piano mover, and our hero-
ine is Linda, the housemaid to Miss Gromp; the scenes
are laid in dancehalls, poolrooms, or the streets of con-
temporary Harlem; and the dialogue is that currently
heard on the sidewalks of Lenox and Seventh Avenues.
Shine has built a wall between himself and society and
puts on a very hard front to keep from getting hurt. He
falls in love ¥kith Linda, a beautiful mulatto maid of
good character and reputation ¥vho changes "Shine" almost
overnight
•
One of the highlights of the story is the destruc-
tion of Dr. Merritt’s house located in the vfnite section
Benjamin Brav,fley, Hegro Genius
.
(IT.Y.; Duf-
f ield <1 Go
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of town by a debased, evil IJegro poolroom owner. Jr.
Herritt is a wealthy ITegro physician who moves into an
exclusive w’hite neighborhood in Hew York. The blue-
bloods are antagonistic and send threatening letters to
the doctor. He hires a colored express company to trans-
fer his belongings to his new home, and while they are
unloaaing the truck they dicuss what course of action
they would take if the doctor vvas evicted as others had
been. They decide not to stand with the doctor, but
against him simply because he is a “dickty*', (the name
given by the ,Hegro proletariat to the Hegro intelligent-
sia; . "One says, ’If this bird wasn’t a dickty he’d be
O.H. But there never was a dickty worth a damn.’ Another
chimes in, ’Jamn if you’d ever go out o’ yo’ way to fight
for no dickty. ’ "
The novel has a very strange ending--Herritt
stands alone and gives a. long speech in which I can see
no significance whatsoever. It has a certain realistic
quality due to the higher presentation of dialect. There
is no definite plot or consistency of ideas; however, it
is filled v^ith humor, and I found it very enjoyable.
7 Rudolph Fisher, Walls of Jericho (H.Y. ; Alfred
A. Knopf, 1923) p, 51.
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This novel was valuable to Aaron Ford in his
Study in Race Relat ions in the Contemporary Re^^ro ITovels .
in that it had many examples of prejudice not only of
the \i/hites toward the ITegroes, but also of one group of
hegroes toward another, based on economic and intellec-
tual grounds; it also had passages concerning the inter-
mingling of races.^
^According to the Saturday Revievv of Literature
.
the Walls of Jericho moves lightly and rapidly with
native naturalness and color, but oehind the comedy and
caricature, there is a serious voice. This novel has
vigor, humor, satire, and charm.
TTovels revealing Eegro life in the South . The
novelists revealing IJegro life in the South are Langston
Hughes, George Wylie Henderson, and Zora Heal Hurston,
uangston Hughes v;as born in ITissouri in 1902, and spent
his cnildnood in Kansas, Ohio, and Mexico. His educa-
tion was Obtained from Columbia and Lincoln Universities,
and he has travelled to V/est Africa and Europe.^ Mr.
Hughes has published numerous plays, poems, and one sec-
Hick Aaron Ford, The Contemporary Hegro Hovel
(Boston; Meador Publishing Co.) 1936.
9
• Davis, Lee, Brown, Hegro Caravan (H.Y.; Dryden
Press, 1941) p. 366.
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tion of his autobiography, The Big Sea (1940).^^ He Vvon
the Harmon Award in 1931 and a Guggenheim I’ellowship in
1935.
Hot V/ithout Laughter (1930) is a story about
Sandy, the son of Annjee and “no ’count" bluessinging Jim-
boy and grandson of good old Aunt Hager who grows up in
a small Kansas town. His Aunt Tempy has become a very
proper person, copying the ways of v^rhite folks and scorn-
ful of "niggers", and his Aunt Harriet is a talented gay
little girl who takes v>^hat she wants of pleasure and
earns vaudeville success as a blues singer. Sandy, the
only ambitious member of the family desires to finish his
education and really do something to help his race. We
leave the boy in high school in Chicago and we cannot
help hoping that he will prove valiant and that the future
will be good to him.
In this novel we get a glimpse of the difference
in the cultural life between the two classes. After Aunt
Hager died, Sandy was adopted by his Aunt Tempy. "At
aunt Hager’s home there had been no books, except the
Bible and a few fairy tales that he had been given at
Christmas; but Tempy had English classics, an Enc.ydo pe -
* Loc cit
.
11
X.OC cit.
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dia of World Knov»Iea^e in twelve volumes, some modern
novels, and current magazines In Tempy’s house Sandy
was brought face to face with the habits and customs of
the upper class hegroes. They were so different from
those of his more humble relatives that for a time he
found himself bewildered.
In this novel Langston Hughes gives his attitude
and reaction toward social intermingling, he gives us an
idea of how some of the lower class Hegroes feel about
race priae, and he recounts the patriotic service ren-
dereu by the Hegro during the World War.
Hensc nel Brickel says, " its strength lies
in its simplicity, in its author’s unflinching honesty,
and in his ability to make the reader feel very deeply
the problems of his characters
.
The nation thinks this novel succeeds in local
color and charm 'where others have failed. "In his first
novel, Langston Hughes, already distinguished for his
Langston Hughes, Hot vYithout Laughter (H.Y. ;
"Alfred ii. Knopf, 1933) p. 258-9.
• Ibid
.
,
p. 251.
Saturday Keview of Literature
.
7:69; August
23, 1930.
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volumes of poetry, achieves the difficult equilibrium of
showing ifegroes who are essentially human beings. It
should not be called a ITegro novel simply because its
characters are hegro or because the author is jlegro. It
is written with understanding
,
tolerance, and beauty.^^
George Wylie Henderson was born in '»7arrior’s Stand,
Alabama in 1904. He received his' education from that
state, learning to print at luskegee Institute. While
working in the Hew York ‘‘Daily Hews“ plant, he began
writing short stories for that paper. Ollie Tfi s
s
(1965
his novel of the deep South, deals with the lives of
rural negroes.
Ollie Hiss, quiet, secretive, strong, and a hard
worker, arrived at Alex’s house one evening looking for
worm. Alex, a Hegro, owned a spacious farm and hired
many hands to assist him. The girl was given a job on
the farm, and she did it well, keeping to herself and
telling no one anything about her personal life. Slaugh-
ter, who was also a farmhand fell in love with her, but
she gave him no encouragement, for in her heart she was
counting the moments until she could see her real love--
^^•“Hqok^", Hew York Herald
, Tribune
.
.July 27, 1930 ;p.
5
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Jule. One day she Vvent bach to see Jule only to dis-
cover that he had left with another woman. She did meet
him, however, at a camp meeting, and they spent several
thrilling days together, only to have them end disas-
trously. Ollie Hiss was stabbed by the other woman while
rryine, to protect Jule . This incident caused a great
v^eal of disturbance because the girl fled and Ollie Hiss
was seriously injured. Nevertheless, the victim would
not disclose the name of the girl and she finally sent
Jule out of her life, even after she was aware of the
fact that she was pregnant.
Henderson presents a very vivid picture of the
much taihed about Southern camp meetings.
'
“The camp meeting got under way late in
September, ifield hands flocked to the meet-
ing on foot, in v^a,gons, on horseback, in
buggies, and moved about the churchyard in
thick, boisterous huddles. Their talk was
loud and merry, and their laughter throbbed
with a brittle sadness. Kerosene lamps
blinked, and men with sv^eaty faces pumped
their arms furiously, waving lanterns and
beckoning to tne crovu'd to sell their wares.
Their voices sounded hoarse and tnick and a
little strained in the distance, and now and
then dog horns and cow bells took up the call.
People milled about Uncle ^i-lex’ s stand,
nudging and inching their way to the narrow
v/ooden counter. Once there, they took a
glass of lemonade in one hand and 'a barbecue
sand'wich in the other, dropped two nickels
or a ten-cent piece, then backed avvay to eat
and drink in loud laughing groups. Harried
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women pranced and giggled; single la.dies rolled
and snapped tlieir bright black eyes with deli-
cious winks. And men, both married and single,
shuffled in and mingled among them, squeezing
their arms and whispering knowingly into their
ears, only to receive in return, e. playful lit-
tle push. in the face. Teeth flashed and lips
•smiled, and heav^^ laughter floated darkly upon
the night.
T'r. Henderson describes the camp meeting further
on another page.
"The news had begun to spread, and on the
third night of the meeting distant travelers
came and brought quilts in their buggies cind
mattresses in their wagons, with enough corn
8.nd fodder to feed their livestock the re-
mainder of the week. They came to frolic
and to see things and to hear 'losoel oreach-
ing."lS
This novel does hot seem to have much of a plot.
There are several dull characters who do riot live at all,
but are thrown together in incident after incident, with
no continuity whatsoever. 'There are, however, many pic-
turesque descriptions of Southern farm life, which con-
trioute to the imporcance of the novel.
The He\< i o rk Herald Tribune calls Ollie Hiss a
17.
Stokes
George Henderson, Cllie Hiss (w.Y.; Frederick
Go., 1955) pp, 167, 165, 170.
16 • Ibid
.
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Liaeinif icent character and says that the booii rings the
simple truth. The ITev York Times reraarks that the no'/el
is prevalently lyric, and that Henderson writes with
beautj s.nd distinction. •‘1‘^r. Henderson vvrites v^ith beauty
and veracity. His characters have a dignity which the
fictional Hegro seldom achieves, and his descriptions of
life on a small Hegro-owned plantation are sharp, fresh,
and very fine.“^^
L. Balcolm has submitted a brief critical comraent
at the beginning of the novel. He characterizes it as a
simple stor^' encompassing the beauty, power, strength,
and weakness of a race. He believes that the author v/ill
be recognized and acclaimed for his contributions to the
literature of his people.
Zora Heal Hurston, born in Hatonville, i^lorida,
attended Morgan College, Howard University, and Columbia
university. She has written short stories, plays, a
travel book on Jamaica and Haiti -- Tell ly Horse (1933)
and two novels--Jo ah* * s Gourd Vine (1934) and Their Eyes
Here '<Vatching God (1937) . All of her stories 3.re cen-
tered around Hegro life in the Soutp, a topic that she is
very familiar with due to the fact that she ha.s lived
\
19
• F0rum az ine
.
93:5; April, 1935.
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there all her life. Fannie Hurst says, in her critical
report at the beginning of Jonah ^ s Q-ourd Vine :
"Miss Hurston has penetrated into the com-
plicatea lore and mythology of her people with
an authority and an unselfconsc iousness that
has not its equal, in similar annals. Simul-
taneously these characters are Hegroes and
people. ViThatever racial issues are raised are
Dome out of the grandly natural sources of
the power of the author’s story-telling, livery
inhabitant of the narrative moves against a
background embroidered in folk-lore and symbol-
ism, yet themselves so real, so human, and so
true, that rising above the complicated machin-
ery of color differentiations, they bring to
fresh realization that races, regardless of
pigmentation, behave like human beings."^^
Briefly, The ir hyes Were Watching God is centered
around Janie, a beautiful Hegro female, who struggles
many years for happiness, and finally finds it at the age
of forty. Her grandmother practically made her marry at
an early age simply because she sav/ her kissing Johnny
Taylor at the gatepost. She did not marry Johnny though,
but an older man, Logan Kulichs. The^^ did not love each
other, and one day Joe Sparks came along and Janie went
off with him. But in the years of their marriage Janie
was never very happy with him either. When Joe died
* Zora H. Hurston, Jonah’ s Gourd Vine (Philadel-
phia; J. B. Lippincott Go., 1934} Introduction.
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Janie was not yet forty and still rather good-lootcing.
She had refused more than one offer of marriage before
the day that Tea Coke stepped into the store. He was
younger than she and at first Janie dared not believe
in the happiness he brought to her, but their life to- •
gether taught her all she needed to know. Yes, she
finally found happiness, but it v/as snatched av;ay as
abruptly as it CEime.
This very delightfully human story is the essence
of poetry, beauty, imagination, and has innumerable
figures of speech and colorful modifiers. The follow-
ing is an example.
"She was stretched on her b8,ck beneath the pear
tree soaking in the alto chant of the visiting
bees, the gold of the sun and the panting breath
of the breeze, when the inaudible voice of it
all came to her. She ss-w a dust-bearing bee
sink into the sanctum of a bloom; the thousand
sister-calyxes arch to meet the love embrace
and the ecstatic shiver of the tree from root to
tiniest branch creaming in every blossom and
frothing with delight. So this v\/as a marriage I
She had been summoned to behold a revelation.
Then Janie felt a pain remorseless sweat that
left her limp and languid. "21
Comparing the characters in this novel with those
Zora H. Hurston, Tne ir H.yes 'Jere 7/atching God
(Philadelphia; J. B. Lippincott Co,, 1937 ) p, 24,
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previously discussed, I would say that Zora Hurston
has created as good a character as any Hegro novelist up
to this point. These characters are thoroughly human,
loving, hating, and struggling with life. The plot is
explicit ana progressive, trie anti-climax being much more
eventful than tne beginning.
The only wea.k spots in the novel are technical; it
begins awkwardly, but the narration is exactly right.
The Hew York Times labels it as a "well-nigh perfect story
beautiful and shining with humor.
The novels just discussed have been revelations of
negro life in the South; we now turn to V/aters Hdward Tur-
pin, 'william xittaw^ay, and Hichard 7/ri^ht, cne social real-
ists. Waters Turpin was born in Oxford, T/^aryland, in 1910,
received his college education from Morgan College, and
Columbia University, taught at Staver College and Lincoln
University, and was recipient of a Hosenwald fellowship
for creative writing.
Hovels .oortra.yinjs; social realism . The s e Low Grounds
(1957) takes us through four generations of one family.
Saturday Heviev/ of Literature, 16:3, September
16, 1957.
Hew York Times, September 26, 1937, p. 21.
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Kartha loved one man \veil--a worthless but engaging rascal
who deserted her, then returned with his mistress to live
on ner generosity. Ts/Taen Fartha died, the home that was
the symbol of her freedom oeca-me a bawdy house, and here
her daughter Carrie grew up. Carrie was like her mother
and father both. She made one man a good wife; she lived
with another ?/ho killed her. Carrie’s child, the second
I'lartria, was like no one but herself --a flame soon extin-
guished. A brief and tragic romance sent her from home
to Harlem and the stage. Successful w'ith her share of
fame and money, she was able to give her son Jimzny-Lem an
education that raised him to the level of the white man.
Fr. xurpin remarks about the characters in his book
These r^^ople a.re Americans--free Hegroes from
Che farming, oystering, and crabbing regions of
Baltimore. Their story, sweeping down the years
from the Civil War to the present, is instinct
with warm human drama, and stamped with a sincer-
ity that is moving. It sums up, as no other work
of fiction has, the color and spirit of a race;
tne hopes and disappointments, achievements and
futile tragedies of a people set arbitrarily
‘ apart.
ixlthough there are a number of characters in
tnis story, the author has made several stand out
more than the rest, and the reader is able to
form opinions of the leading characters since the
story does not move too fast. Again, although
tne story has many characters and covers a great
space of time, it still has continuity of plot.
The style is competent, but it lacks color except
in several episodes, and it is for these that the
'
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book is remembered 84
The hew York Times doesn’t offer much constructive
criticism.
"The novel covers too much g;round, as it
depicts four generations, from slavery to the
present decade, and too many people slide off
its pages without having any essential part
in the plot. As a result some minor crises
are sketched and give the impression of out-
lines rather than, of finished scenes, although
all of the writing is clear and the character
delineations are good."^^
William Attav»ay was born in ?’’ississippi in 1912, but
received his education from the Chicago public schools and
the University of Illinois. He has worked as a seaman,
salesman, labor organizer, and has acted in the road com-
pany of You Gan ’ t Take It 'With You . Let He Breathe
Thunde
r
(1989) concerns two hard-boiled young ho'ooes whose
roaming about the country is somewhat impeded by the adop-
tion of a. Hexican boy. The child weaves himself into their
lives and affections and cramps t'neir styles considerably
bj bringing something gentle to their attention.
24.
25, 1937.
Saturday Heview of .uiterature
.
16:28; September
Lev/ York Time s
.
article by Augusta Tucker:
September 26, 1937; p. 6.
Davis, Lee, Brown, op. cit .
.
p, 160.
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xiiis minor novel did.not receive too much criticism,
although the hev< Yorker says that all the v^ords are short
and meant to be powerful, and that it just doesn’t cjiite
come off, tne Yew York limes says the "emotions a-re
direct and primitive; the bareness of the speech cuts
action to lean and powerful lines; the characterization
is sure; and he has in his first work paralleled the style
of his more eminent contemporaries. Ke has in many mo-
ments equa,lled them in poetic overtones, occasionally sur-
-
passing them,"^'^
xiichard Wright was born in llatchez, Fississippi, in
1903. He lived in various sections of the South and
finally moved to Chicago. ’.Vhile in that city he became
a Goimmmist and resigned from that party not long ago.^^
He, his white wife, and his three-year old daughter reside
in a six-room Brooklyn apartment. Wright is the author of
Uncle lorn’ s Children , a collection of short stories; Cross
Section
,
also a collection of short stories; Iwelve Fil.-
lion Black Voices ; Hat ive Son (1940) a novel; and Slack
- Bo./
.
an autobiography, (1945).
Hative Son (1940) is centered around the crim.es of
* Hew Y^ork Times ; June 25, 1939, p. 7.
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a ilegro boy, of wnat part society played in those crimes,
and ho\« the boy paid, the penalty. Bigger Thomas, born
in tne slums of 'Mississippi, was raiseu in an environment
of unsajiitat ion and illiteracy, learning at an early age
lo gamble, curse, and use deadly weapons. He feared
white people, and that fear developed into a hate which
kepo him from even considering a j ob where v/hites were con
cerned. Hinaily he took a job as chauffeur for a very res
pec table white family of the city. One evening, he drove
Zfarj Jalton, one ds.ughter, to her destination^ \fnile
there,- the girl became intoxicated, and Bigger found it
necessary to almost carry her from the car, up the stairs,
to her room. He had just taken Hary into her room when
blind Hrs . Balton knocked at the door and came in. kear-
iiia that ^’’'rs . Balton would gather wrong impressions from
his being in her daughter’s room, Bigger remained stock
still and placed a pillow over Tharp’s head to stifle her
cries. After the mother had left the room, Bigger removed
me pillow, to find that Hary had suffocated. ImiLediately
his fear of white people and wnat they might do to him
possessed him and he became frantic and burned the body,
leaving no clue. '”uch excitement follov/ed, and we witness
a trial, another murder, and a flight and a pursuit. ,
The story finally terminates in Chicago where Bigger has
fled
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This is a remarka.hle and stirring story not to be
forgotten by anyone v-ho lives through it pages. I'ot only
is Bigger Thomas one of the most outstanding oha,racters
in Begro literature, out also one of tne most outstanding
in contemporary literature. This novel conforms to all
the requirements of a good novel; hov;ever, I cannot help
feeling,, that underneath it all v-e can see trc.ces of the
auchor. After a hundred years ilegro novels still shovv
traces of propaganda.
In his article “How Bigger Has Born“
,
Aich£;,rd
iVright remarks that the writing of the novel was an excit
ing, an enthralling, and even a romantic experience and
the reason v/hy it wasi no.t written sooner was that sev-
eral tilings militated against his starting--what vjould
white iviaerica say?--what would the Hegro upperclass say.*^'
He says Bigger is not fascist or comtiunist, but a product
of a dislocated race; he is a dispossessed and disinheri-
ted man; he is all of this and he lives amid the greatest
possible plenty on earth and he is looking and feeling
30'his way out.
* Saturday Review of juiterature
.
“rlow Bigger V/as
3orn“ ; Righard Wright, 22 : 20 , June 1, 1940.
Ibid
.
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.
TliiB novel received a considerable amount of criti-
cism. Jonathan Daniels reviewed it in his article T'~cin
A,-^ainst the World which appeared in the T/'arch 2, 1940 edi-
tion of the Saturday Review of Literature . and praised it
hi^nly
:
"There are few pages in modern American litera-
ture which will compare with this story in its
utter and compelling terror of the fear days that
carried Bigger from ’’'ississippi to Chicago. This
book is authentic and powerful and the character
Bigger 'Thomas proves just as much about the world
and main’s inhumanity to man as he does about the
liegro .
"
"Race hatred of Bigger Thomas is directed With
malevolence and intensity toward all whites; he'
is portrayed not as an individual merely, out as
a symbol of twelve million American ITegroes. ^
"'The story is a strong and powerful one and it
alone will force the liegro issue into our atten-
tion. Certainly Dative Son declares Richard
'bright important, not merely as the best Legro
v/riter, but as an >imerican author as distinctive
as any of those now writing.
The Rew York Reraid 'Tribune comments that if the
tests of a memorable novel 'are that 'it engages the reader
completely and moves him profoundly, then ilative Son will
Atlantic Thnthly ; "The ilegro Hovel". David l.
Cohn; 165:659, Kay 1940.
• Hew York Times
.
Karch 5, 1940, p. 2.32
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not soon be fors^otten.
I'his novel was received 'oj fne masses of Eegroes
as a remari;8.ble book; however, there v.ere some kegroes
wiio wondered then and 'who are still wondering wny he con-
centrated on the lowest class of the race instead of the
intelligentsia. They feel that he would have been doing
more for tne race by enlightening the masses as to v/nat
the professional kegroes are accomplisning . T'Tr. wright
says he concentrates on the "poor guys in slumo, and emigres
from farms because tney are tne backbone of the race and
it is tnrough tnem--v;nen organized and led--that salva-
'2 '2
tion will come."'^'^
G-eneral remarks ab ou t ,,roup . ’,7ith the work of
these reaj-ists, we can no'w say that ilegro novelists have
come of ao6. The characters and. si tuat ions that had monop-
olized the novels of early writers were no longer being
repeated, and kegro novelists were beginning to become
interested in great American and hnglish writers to pattern
after them. Yes, they ri8.d finally come to the realization
that ideas can be conveyed through draniatic presentation
as well as through lecturing and preaching; that ITegroes
were often in the wrong 8,nd not always innocent victims of
• xxfro -American
,
• cit., p* 13.33
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villainous wnites; and that novels are more artistic *vhen
less subjective. Yes- -these and many more points hav(^
come to li^sht since the production of the more realistic
novels, aiid mean a genuine advance in the fiction of
x*egro autnors
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If Ciie purpose of tnis thesis has been fulfilled,
Liie fore^ioing, pa^es have tracea 'che progress ma^e by
x\ieg;ro novelists from lo5o to 1940 by examining carefully
tverx&j' novels v.ritten by xi'e^ro-x-nner leans during this time.
Briefly surmnarizing txie contents of the three pre-
ceding chapters: Ihie five pioneers, V/illiam ViTells Brown,
ICartin jJela.ny, Prances harper, Paul L. Bunbe^r, and Cha,rles
h. Ohesnutt were the beginning ITegro novelists; the first
three presenting novels devoted. .to stories of propaganda,
and the other two presenting novels exploring the primi-
tive negro mind. It has been shown that although an en-
during masterpiece had not been written from 1853 to the
dawn of txie twentieth century, txie novels show^ed some ad-
vancement, and the novelists had a great influence not
only on each other, but also on the novelists to come.
The greatest effect of these novels was the creation or
development of a very malicious attitude of the ITegro
toward the white man, and for that reason many w'ere popu-
lar only temporarily and their puoiications were limited.
'with the beginning of the twentieth century, came
the more mature B'egro novelists, exploring and criticizing
new phases of ITegro society. James Weldon Johnson, Jessie
Pause t, a,nd falter wliite wrote novels depicting life in
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various ijegro classes. W. 3. lubois, George gchuyler,
anu iVaiiace liiurman wrote novels engage! in satiric racial
self -cri oicism. And so witli tiie increase of cultural ad-
vantages, the educated colored man is losing his inhibi-
tions and gaining an artistic view of life. Ae find the
number of hegro writers of fiction continually growing at
ohis point, and obtaining an e.udience ajiiong prominent
magazines and publishing houses. V/e also notice that they
are now placing more importance upon style and method of
presentation than upon universal implications of the
action of their characters, and creating the mood and ex-
pressing the spirit of their characters and situations,
ihese novelists were educated, had more literary experi-
ence, and their novels showed decided improvement.
jjuring World ’,Yar I and the few yea-rs that followed,
Wegro novelists were stagnant as far as producing novels
was concerned. But toward the end of the second decade,
the realistic novelists came to light, and have Gountee
Gulden anu itudolph Bisher producing novels filled w'ith
social comeuy; Langston Hughes, George Henderson, and
Zora H. Hurston producing novels revealing ITsgro life in
the South; and V/aters Turpin, william iittaway, and Hich-
ard Wright producing novels portraying social realism.
With the work of these realists, we can now say that Hegro
t
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novelists have come of age. ilegroes have finally come to
the realization that dramatic presentation can convey
ideas as veil as lecture- and preach; . and that iTegroes
weren’t alvays the victims of the villainous 'Vvhites.
ihese and many more points have come to light since the
production of tne more realistic novels, and mean a genu-
ine advance in the fiction of iTegro a,uthors.
Having read thoroughly twenty of the forty-five
novels written by thirty Uegro-Americans
,
I have reached
three conclusions: i'irst,
,
my general opinion of the
ilegro novels discussed is that in technique they fall be-
low ocher American novels of their . respective periods,
according to the best American standards. Hov;ever, they
are representative of a people beset by prejudice, unequal
opportunities, and a people that has had only about three
quarters of a century of consistent litera.ry background.
Secondly, I feel that ITegro novelists have a ten-
aency to limit themselves to certain phases of ITegro soci-
ety for subject matter. In accordance with the Hegro
Caravan I agree that there are many areas of negro life
that have not yet been explored or even touched. The
negro working class, the various strata of the ITegro mid-
dle class, urban life in the ITorth and South (beside Har-
lem) are some of the areas. There is little fiction deal-
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ing witii college life, the iJegro upper class, the ITegro
ciiurch, business, or the Uegroes in entertainment and
athletics. The story of the ilegro in America ha.s been
handled largely by other races. This by itself should
constitute a challenge to l^egro authors.
Thirdly, I believe hegro novelists have made
progress in novel-v^r it ing since 185b, hov/ever slight it
may be. Prom novels with weak plots and novels over-
crowded with material, they have progressed to novels
with the most consistent of plots as we see in the works
of Jessie T’auset. I’rom the style of essayists and soci-
ologists, they have progressed to the point of writing'
in the most pleasant style as seen in the novels of
Walter 'White and Gountee Cullen. They now' create char-
acters vWno are individuals of society, and although their
skin is black they represent any human being in any soci-
ety. Uo longer do they preach and lecture, but write and
develop stories of interest, leaving the reader to do the
philosophizing. Yes, I really think iJegro novels have at
last emerged as a distinct unit in American culture.
In answer to the cuestion--Are these novels works
of art?- -I would say pure art carries no thesis; it
argues no case. They are nb't even "art for art’s sake",
for they are neither beautiful or spontaneous. To me
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art has one task--either to elevate the soul or make the
heart glad. These novels do neither, but are v?orth read-
ing. Some day a ifegro novelist will produce a v/ork of
pure art.
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